The Quantium Promise
Learn, stretch and thrive as part of a high-performance business at the frontier of data science and AI.
Be motivated to make an impact and have a lot of fun doing it. Power your possibilities at Quantium.

Experience

Learn

Build

Live

Enjoy

great work and solve
interesting problems

with cutting-edge
tools and top talent

a great career

the Quantium DNA

benefits and flexibility

Quantium people are naturally
curious and we don’t shy away
from an opportunity to upskill.
We thrive on new challenges and
stretch to outsmart the
‘impossible’

You’re smart and are going places
– working with Quantium will help
you get there quicker. In fact,
there’s no sounder foundation on
which to build or advance your
career

Life is too short to waste time on a
job that you don’t love

Work has to work for you.
Modern life is fast paced and
balance can be tricky. You want
to work where you are respected
and valued as an individual,
not a number

At Quantium you will learn how to
use the most advanced tools and
you will be guided by the best
analytical thinkers on how to use
them

As one of the world’s fully
diversified data science and AI
leaders we operate across every
sector of the economy. And we’re
growing fast - with growth comes
opportunity!

Why join?
Quantium is chosen by iconic
organisations across the world to
solve their toughest challenges
and unlock transformational
growth
We operate globally, harnessing
the power of data science and AI
to shape the future of innovation
for our clients and partners
We bring data to life using
predictive, prescriptive,
foundational and descriptive
analytic methodologies

We actively foster a culture where
our people can stretch
themselves
to reach their full potential

We’re passionate about home
growing talent and supporting your
development through opportunities
internally

At Quantium, you will be
surrounded by a team who is
excited to play in their space grabbing opportunities and
innovating intelligently
We pride ourselves on our culture
made up of smart, fun, diverse
and motivated people. Our DNA is
our set of principles and
behaviours that unite us as we
work together to have an impact
with clients and
communities globally

Quantium lives that life,
embracing a flexible and
supportive environment

What can we offer you?
Do great work, delivering best in
class analytics and insights which
help organisations make better
decisions in service of their
customers
Shape the future of the data
science and AI industries by
leading the revolution to design
best practice analytics

Do real work from day one,
working directly with clients from
strategy to execution
Get comfortable with ambiguity –
operating in a world of ‘new’ and
‘never been done before’
Collaborate in diverse teams and
learn from the best and brightest
minds in the market

Get your hands on complex and
diverse data sets in a giant data
eco-system

Enjoy unparalleled development
opportunities

Enjoy access to one of the world’s
leading big data technology
platforms

If you’re ready, take on a new
challenge with a new product,
industry or discipline

Work with leaders who are
accountable for helping you grow
Enjoy opportunities to work in
squads, agile environments,
internationally and with clients
Explore and develop new
capabilities
Experience work that adds real
value to your career at Quantium
and beyond

Work in a culture that values
creativity, new experiences, high
performance and passion

Work in awesome offices where
everything you need is within
reach

Enjoy the company of like-minded
colleagues who become friends

Enjoy practices on flexible working,
parental support and study
options

Recharge your body and your mind
with in-office drinks, snacks and
games, plus an active social
program to help you reset
Connect with people at
our yearly QDay offsite

Take advantage of benefits
including insurance, income
protection and employee
assistance program
Fuel your fitness needs with our
weekly work out program and
sporting teams
Celebrate at our family
Christmas party

